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Set for This Saturday

University Day Plans Finalized
The UMR campuS- will play
host to high school and college
students, parents, teachers, and I
guidance counselors thisSaturday, November 15, as University Day takes the scene for the
day. Activities will begin with
registration at the Student Union
from 8: 00 to 3: 00.
During the course ofthe day,
students will be offered the
chance to acquaint themselves
with campus life, various departments, laboratory facilities, organizations, faculty, and
the athletic program._
To better familiarize the
various departments to the students, departmental tours will
originate at regular ft nterVals
from the Student Union. Service
organizations, such as Intercollegiate Knights and Alpha Phi
Omega, will conduct
these
tours.
In addition to the many scheduled tours, most professional

organizations and clubs will
display exhibits, science projects, and movies which will
show every phase of UMR life.
As the noon hour rolls around,
food will be served in the Student Union Cafeteria.
Personal counseling and informative talks will be held
in the Student Union Ballroom.
Upstairs a variety of organizations will be represented. Fraternities, eating clubs, dorms,
extracurricular
clubs
and
organization will be on hand to
answer questions which arise
and present themselves to the
students.
On the basis of past Uni versHy Days this should be a rewarding and informative day for
any student or person who is
interested in science or related
fields. A cordial invitation is
extended to all to view the UMR
campus, its faculty and stu- :
dents, and its century old heri- ,
tage of education.

Enthusiastic Crowd
Hears Famed Group
Many prospective students visit the UMR campus on University Day, along with t~eir ~arents.
Tbis picture was shot on the walkway in front of the Student Union, on a prevlOus UmverSlty Day.

Student Referendum Has
Three Proposals On Finals
One of the resolutions to be
voted on at the upcOming Student Referendum concerns the
week before final examinations.
The student may vote for one
of three proposals:
1.
A tnree day break
before finals in wbich no
classes will be held; however, instructors will be
in their offices so that the
student may consult with
them if so desired.
2. A proposed" preparation" week in wbich no major exam s, other than shotguns and lab quizzes, may
be given.
3. Continuation ofthe present policy wbich serves no
restrictions.
In evaluating the three day
break, one must keep in mind
that the UMR has definite requirements as to the number of
days of school; and that a three
day break means an extension of
three day s onto the end of the
academic year. Perhaps some
students would utilize the three
day break for studying, but perhaps many students would take
a holiday and leave. A three
day break could serve as a sort
of a "buffer" before finals,
but all aspects must be fully
evaluated before casting a vote.
As for the "preparation"
week proposal, many advantages
are
immediately
recognized. With no hour exa-

minations to study for, the student can devote the entire week
to catching up and preparing for
his various final exams. Hour
exams do require a good deal of
time which could be spent on the
all-important final examination. With this added study time,
the student would find less need
for all night "gunning and cramming". The instructors could
also take advantage of the week
by spending a week, and not
a mere day, in reviewing the
semester's studies.
Another advantage on behalf
of the student would be that he
would know, well in advance,
his grade in the course before
going into the final. This would

A large crowd gathered on
Saturday night, November 8,
at the Multi-purpose building
to hear the Friends of Distinction and were well pleased by
their performance. The Friends played with much feeling
and the audience responded by
clapping hands and stamping
feet to the rhythmn.

The Friends of Distinction
are backed by a fi ve piece band,
who started the show very unirgive him an idea as to just how, quely. First, a bongo drummer
much preparation is needed for came out and soloed for a
his exam. All too often, the minute and was then joined by
student does not know his cour se the drummer, who also played
standing because of a last week for about a minute with the achour exam, or does not find out companiment of the bongo playuntil the day before his final. er.
The bass guitar, lead
Though the policy has its ad- guitar, and organ player also
vantages, it also has its short- came ont in the same way.
comings. There are bastc dis- ~ inally, after the band made its
advantages such as the effect on appearance, the four singers
those courses which gi ve only an came out and started the perhour exam in the last week, and formance with their version of
no final. It could mean that more "Light My Fire". Then they
finals would be given. Also, a sang such songs as "Elia's
rash number of "cuts" is im- Coming", "This Generation",
minent.
"Someday", and "I Need You
Perhaps the greatest fal- Baby". While playing "With
lacy in the proposal is its im- a Little
Help
from Our
eContinued on Page 8)
Friends", they introduced the

members of the back-up band,
wbich proved to parallel the
song they were singing.
Following the introduction
was their smash hit, "Grazing in the Grass", which everyone enjoyed thoroughly. During this song, two members
from the Friends brought two
people from the audience up on
stage and danced with them.
They then changed the pace by
singing the ballad, "And I Love
Her" by the Beatles. After
singing the song, "Wonderful
World," they said that in the
near future, hopefully, all men
will come _ together and that
there Will. be peace between nations and between the Black
and Wbite. Three of the singers
left the stage then and Friend
Harry James Elston sang "By
the Time I Get to Phoenix".
All of them together finished
the
performance with "I
Really Hope You Do".
The ~ ' nends U1 lJisuncuon
were preceeded by a comedian
nam ~d Fred Smoot. He provided a very hilarious show
and -hetped round off the very
entertaining evening.

Second Moratorium Scheduled For This Weekend
On November 14th and 15th
there will occur again across
the country a multitude of antiwar activity.
Highlighted by a March on
Washington on Saturday Nov.
15th, the organizers look for
this protest to have more impact than the highly successful
October 15th Moritorium,
The College Young Democrats are agaln in the forefront of the anti-war activity
on ti!e U.M.R. Campus,

Following a late October
campus meeting where views
of the Nov, 14-15 protest were
discussed, the UMR-CYD started organization of activities
that will occur during those two
days.
Highlighting the CY-D peace
movement will be a "teach-in"
in Room 104 ME building at
3:00 on Friday Nov. 14. The
spotlighted speaker will be Dr,
Jose ph T. Zung of theUMR
Chemistry Dept" who is a nati-

ve of North Vietnam; educated ce, the CYD will sponsor a
through high school in North
Friday night peace rally, and
Vietnam, and who lived under will participate in a memorial
the Communist regime for 4 reading of all American war
years. Now an American citi- dead. General leafletting ofthe
zen, Dr. Zung, w hose pa- - campus and town will be an inrents are now living in Saigon, tegral part of the peace protest.
feels a special concern for the
The call for peace enunciatissues involved in the War ed by all of the leader s of the
in Vietnam. The "teach - in" November M or it or i u m has
will make available the fir st 'been blended with the UMRhand knowledge of Dr. Zungto iCYD call, and Nov. 14-15 will
'again see UMR as a campus
all students of UMR.
E~panding its quest for peainterested in national affairs.

.d
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"Easy Rider" Praised For Its Message

UPTOWN THEATRE

By Rick Fitch
(CPS) - -One who finds peace
pondering the hum of a stereo,
tbe emptiness of a pointless interruption or the living, breathing, phantasmagoriC quality of
trees a nd flowers w h i Ie on
drugs, will identify with the film
" Easy Rider".

The marijuana and acid scenes are among the most honest
to be depicted In a commercially-distributed motion picture. There are the familiar
disoriented, absurd conservations, f i c k 1 e mood changes
from paranoia to trust and
back again, dreamy smiles,
searching eyes, and interludes
of quiet meditation.
The camera work approximates the vision of one who is
stony, focusing In a peacock
frill of blurry colors upon a
solitary object- -a white blossom, the glowing wall of a cliff,
the car ved figure of Jesus on a
cross, etc. -- then shifting sudRobin and Seven Hoods
dently to another object, another
A bright, fun and funny musical allegory of the Robin Hood scene.
At one instant, the two main
stories transplanted to gangland
days in Chicago. RichardOula- characters, Peter Fonda and
han summed it up in Life Maga- Dennis Hopper, are bedding
zine, "ROBIN AND THE 7 down for the night in adark holHOODS ... turned out to be a low of trees, crickets chirping
swinging film, fast-moving, and in the background; at the n ext,
lighter - than - air ." a musical a blaze of white sunlight blinds
extravaganza about guy s a n d the audience a nd the two are
dolls in the bad old days of Chi- z oo ming on their motorcycles
cago Gangland. The plot is a sila cr oss the Golden Gate Bridge
ly thing about the mobs te r who
contributes :j)5 0,000 to an 0 r - t o the poundi ng beat of Steppbanage and becomes a h er 0 , penwolf' s " Born t o be Wild" .
T he mus ic is excellent, wi th
But here the plot is mer ely
wh e re the stiffs are planted . ma jor groups suc h as the Byrds
The characters , the gag s, th e a nd t he J imi Hendr ix Experiencolor, the songs and the goofy ce pr oviding the accompanisituations are what coun t. And me nt throughout.
they count up to a ) : ky seven."
Starring F r ank Si .1t r a, Dean
"Ea s y Ri der" is m ore,
Martin, Sammy Davi S, J r ., P e- t hough, than a mere glor ificate r F aIk, and Bing Crosby.
Show tim e is 4:00 and 6: 30 tion of t he "big vr oom a nd the
p.m. in the St udent Union ball- nar cotic high" a s a r e viewer
for the Christian Science Moniroom .

TOP HAT LOUNGE

tor wrote. It has a message.
If the unforgettable vi vidness of the sights and sounds
produces in one a "high" or
general feeling of euphoria, the
plot causes a hard crash, for it
first offers exposure to all that
is good about being free only to
leave one's psyche bruised and
battered by the roadside at the
end because, man, though it's
r our life, you can't really do
what you want.
Fonda, who wears a jacket
and helmet bearing designs of
the American flag and is known
as Captain America, and Hopper, who resembles a freaky
D a v i d Crockett, and kind of
like hip Ulysses' pursuing an
odyssey of discovery in modern-day U nit e d States after
making a financial killing from
s m ugg ling dr ugs.
They ride by red rock canyons, open fields and scores of
back country hamlets, smoke
grass with a hitchhiker in a
ca ve, pass the joint at a midwest commune, frollick nude in

THURS. FRI. SAT.
NOV. 13-15

a mountain pond with commune
chicks--in short, partake without remorse of the goof Ii f e
unfettered by jobs, homes, permanent relationships, etc.
All the while, there are
mounting signs that the travelers are out on a dangerous limb
defying fate. Innkeepers won't
give them shelter, they a r earrested for innocently clowning
on their cycles in a town parade, stares are hostile and
the voices they hear are viciously abusive and accented
with hate.
The U.S. Is being tested, see.
Is it a Pepper land where two
longhair honchos on doodadedup bikes can remain alive and
well and find true happiness, or
are there too many Blue Meanies?
"EASY RIDER" is produced by Peter Fonda, directed by
Dennis Hopper, Screenplay by
Fonda, Hopper and Terry
Southern. Released by Columbia, it stars Fonda, Hopper and
Jack Nicholson.

-Rated G"THE ITALIAN JOB"
Michael Catne &
Noel Coward
SPECIAL SATURDAY
MATINEE
NOV. 15
For Entire Family - 2 p.m.
"TARZAN AND THE
LalT SAF ARl"
SUN. MON. TUES.
NOV. 16-18
Sun.contlnuous From 1 p.m.
-Rated G"SPEEDWAY"
Elvis Presley &
Nancy Sinatra
WEDNESDAY
NOV. 19
St. Pat's Benefit

New Official U;\IR Class Rings

"THE FLIM-FLAM MAN"

BY L. G . BALFOUR CO .

RITZ THEATRE

BULOVA ACCUTRON

THURS. FRI. SAT.

DIAMONDS and ENGRA V ING

Nov. 13-15

WATCH REPAIRING

-RATED MAdmission: Adults $1.25

Christopher Jewelers

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

805 Pine Street

"THE LION IN WINTER"

T.G.I.F . HEADQUARTERS
MICHELOB ON TOP

Peter O'Toole &
Katharine Hepburn

609 ROLLA STREET
ABOVE A.B.C. BOWLING LANES

5987
? ·714435? 921

27i!.1'15
a .552107?
61425?

~ft:»

921076?

21807

LEARN TO FLY
Train I"
New Cessna
150

-Rated R-

* AIR TAXI·CHARTER

"SPIRITS OF THE DEAD"

364 1140
-

UMR

Brigitte Bardot & Jane F onda

~ervE

Durin

WE TREAT YOU

ROYAllY

94?
What's your number, student?

~1FAR""LAND
e
!!!:l

INDU S T R I E S

KANSAS C ITY, MISSOU RI

An Equal Opportunity Employe r
where there's room to move arou nd .. . and up

j~.----------------~-----,

Ol
ro!!se' lI'OI
~ lilt all

(No one Admitted Under 16
Unless Accompanied
by Parent)

ROLLA DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
DICKMAN' S AVIATION
ON MARTIN SPRING DRIVE

ruyliecanl

ctIIIse,

AdmisslOn: Adults $1.00

~~

* EXPERT FLIGHT TRAINING

,[isler I

tlSes,theJ

SUN. Thru SAT.
Nov. 16-22

836721?92

If you're tired of being one of 10,000, better think
twice about who you take a job with.
Take a look at a different kind of company - where
you'll be more than a number.
We'll give you a job situation, and you'll make your
own position.
We're interviewing soon on campus. See your school
or placement office today.

Bet

"Come Diive With Us" At

""KING eOYNI
eHEVR01.ET
Hwy. 66 W est and Fairgro unds Road, .Rolla -

364'lQ02

~~' . ~'
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Kappa Alpha Presents
Award To Beta Alpha

,. 2 P.m.

'liE

SAFARI"

'DEs.
18
~oml P.m.

cy Sinatra

The a wa r d is based upon
chapter excellence and comprises such factors as loca!

campus and community prestige, effective contributions to
campus and community Ii fe,
general scholarShip above the
all- men' s a v era g e, efficient
and successful conduct offinancial affairs and an internal spirit of brotherhood.
During the past year, Kappa
Alpha distinguished itself on
the UMR campus by winning a
number of trophies in wid ely
different aspects of competition
including homecoming decorations, inter - fraternity Sing,
wrestling, summer softball, and

Short Breal{ Proposed
Before Finals Week
By Jim Lucas

DAy

1

ne!it

lM MAN"

SAT.

[.

Its $1.25

DWINNER

IVINTER"

e Hepburn

;AT,
2

lltS

Beta Alpha, the Rolla chapter of Kappa Alpha social fraternity was recently presented with the Hoover A war d,
the highest award given in Kappa Alpha Order. The award,
named in honor of J. Edgar
Hoover, a distinguished Kappa
Alpha Alumnus, is given annually to the most outstanding
Kappa " Ipha chapter in the nation.

$1.00

I.

I Under 16

mpanied
nt)

IE DEAD"

Jane Fonda

-

Lately there appears to be a
lot of debate and discussion over
the fate and future of finals.
Much of this has revolved
around either the complete
abolishment of exams, or else
allowing A and B students, and
anyone else that the instructors
deem worthy, to be exempt from
the final exams. The major
faults of final exams seem to fall
under five main headings:
I) Final exams cannot be
comprehensi ve, as they are
intended to be; 2) They are too
broad and as a result are vague
and incomprehensible; 3) They
place too much of a strain on
students, to put down in two
hours what it took him an entire
semester to digest; 4) In some
cases, they might be unnecessary because of the setup !lfthe
cour se, or because of the
course-work itself; 5) They
do not affect grades in most
cases, especially for the better
students. These five faults,
however, can probably be reduced to one for most students:
Because of the load of work a
student has right down to final
week itself, there isjust no time
to get prepared, and the allntghter before a final exam is a
common, natural occurrence

UMR Wesley Foundation
Serves Church Camps
Duri n9 Last Four Years
In the summer cif 1966, the
Wesley Foundation at U M R
began to serve the church-related camps of the Methodist

Miss Debbie Fugitt, UMR
Wesley member from Bois
D'arc, Mo., painting a
cab ina t Arcadia Meth.
odist Assembly.

---I D

for a great many students,
There are a couple of possible solutions to this problem,
and they are practical and easy
to incorporate into the present
system. The first of th~se is a
preparation week before final
week. During this week, no
hour qui zzes could be given;
however, this could be modified to no hour quizzes after
Tuesday of the week. Even
this is not too limiting, because
shotguns and lab quizze s would
not be affected, and could be
gi ven at the inst ructor's discretion.
The second, and perhaps
better, solution would be a
three-day break between the
last regularly scheduled class
period in the cour se and the final
exam in the course. These three
days would be class days. For
instance, if the last class in a
c our se was on Friday of the
week before exams, then the
final exam in that course could
not be gi ven until the following
Thursday. In this way a student would have time to get
prepared completely for the
final, and wou ld not be forced
to pull an all-nighter, or to depend on cramming to get a decent grade in the course .

ChurCh in MiSSOUri by placing
two engineering students at the
Arcadla Methodist Assembly to

re-design the obsolete electrical service to the camp. In the
fall of the same year UMR expanded its commitment, adding
the project of surveying the four
and one half miles of boundaries
of the new Blue Mountaincamp,
while rewiring the Arcadia
Methodist Assembly. As the
year s passed, UMR W e s ley
members added such general
maintenance projects as painting, carpentry, tent repair, trail
blaZing, and winterizing
to
their other work.
For four years the U M R
students have made at least one
trip per semester to the two
camps. By following a consistent routine of having the surveying team rise, eat and be out
in the field before sunrise( while
the electricians and general
maintenance people were allowed to lie In bed until 6: 00 a.m.);
and by never having a working
day end before sundown; t his
major project Involving several
hundred students, aoo valued
at over $5000, has been completed for the United Methodist Church.

the runner-up trophy for the
overall Intramural sports program. The chapter has maintained a hi gh scholastic average consistently for the pas t
few years.
The winning chapter is recommended by the assistant executive secretary of the Order
who visits each chapter once
each semester and reports his
findings to an executive committee, which after study ofreports and recommendations selects the winner. The trophy
was presented by the K n i g h t
Commander, Gi les Patterson,
of Jacksonville, Florida, to
Wayne Alexander, president of
Kappa Alpha at UMR, at the
recent convention of the Order
in Jackson, Mississ ippi.
Bet a Alpha is the second
Mis souri Kappa Alpha chapter to have won the Hoover Award. Alpha Kappa chapter at
the Uni versity of Missouri-Columbia won it three y ea r sago.

.
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(FIND YOURSELF . , ,)

Call
800-325-2594
TOLL FREE

If you'd rather "switch than fight if', come to a
118-year-old college that's NEW!
It was a girls' school ... now we're admitting
men too. (Our male-female ratio is better regardless of how you look at :t!) Our new curriculum
emphasizes individual study and career preparation. We look new! By semester's end, we'll
even have a new name.
Our college is right in the middle of the action
in College Town U.S.A. ... Columbia, Missouri.
You can even arrange a course of study that
includes work at Missouri University and
Stephens College. That's three schools in one.
If you're ready for a new outlook . . . calf Bill Brown,
Director of Admissions collect today . .. 800-325-2594 For NonResidents of Missouri . . . 314-449-0531 For Missouri Residents ... all night calls to 314·442·1903 or write

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE,

Columbia, Missouri 65201
For an application and literature.
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Tim Corbett ........... .. ................... Editor
This coming Friday and Saturday, November 14 and 15, is
the second installment in a continuing series of days for "involvement" in our nation's policy in the Vietnam War. The
people of our country are urged to make their opinion evident
to this country's policymakers, in the hope that future decisions will be in agreement with the views of the citizens.
Here at UMR, the fir st observance of the Moratorium was
largely ignored by the students. Approximate ly fifte en per
c~nt of the st u den t body responded to the issues presented,
eIther for withdrawal from Vietnam or for the present policy
of Presiden t Nixon's ad ministr ation. On the two petitions available for si gnature, about 900 signatures were recorded.
And of these 900 signatures, more than half signed in support
of the President's present policy.
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I can foresee no effect on thi s countr y's policy in the Vietnam War by the Moratorium. The nationwide response was
tremendous, but falls short of being the responses of the majority of this country's people. And the response to the Moratorium will not, in my opinion, grow appreciably larger in
iliefuWre.
.
But the involvement is the main issue here. The fact that,
at last, there is some comment and action is important. Our
world is one that is renowned for its apathy, which is ve r y
bad in any coun try at any time.

liar.

So, the staff of the Missouri Miner urges each and every
student to state his opinion, either by your actions over this
coming weekend or through this newspaper. Our country is a
republic which is "of the people, by the people, and for the
people ." And the only way that our system can work is if the
people respond.
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PRIOR TO FINALS

Semi-Relaxation Ideas Given
By R. L. Venable
There are many aspects of
the final examination week and
the days just preceding it that
are trying to both students and
professors. Different proposals have been advanced to relieve some of the stress, on
the students at least. One of
these has been to prohibit hour
examinations in lecture courses during the week just preceding finals. I have always respected t his senti ment in my
classes but do think that if a
majority of the class feels it
is in their best interest to ha ve
a test during this last week, it
should be the i r pr i velege to
request it.

Th ,

.Iii,,,",' I

Some faculty members do
object to such a restriction because they like to give a test at
the la st regularly scheduled
class period. This may seem
like cruelty in the eyes of students. However, if a topic is
really important, the professor
is not likely to leave it to the
last day to discuss. As a result
that last lecture is often of secondary importance to all concer ned and is apt to be a rather
ilalf- hearted effort and is often
poor ly attended.
All of this leads me to conclude that perhaps the best relief mechanism for stUdents and
facult y is to just c.pase all class-

TNER Ic Ip is i

~

MEMBSl

MEMBER

UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI· ROUA

THE MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the student.
.of the Un iversi ty of Missouri· Rolle. It is published at Rolla, Mo .,

every Wednesday during the school year. Entered as second class'

matter February 8, 1945, at the Post Office at Rollo, Mo. 65401,
under the Act of March' 3, 1879. The subsc ription is $1.25 per
semester. This Missouri Miner features activities of the Students
and Faculty of UMR.
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room and laboratory activities
for a period of about two day s
preceeding the actual final examination week and say nothing
about not giving tests duringregular ly scheduled class periods. This would all 0 w the
professors flexibility in
conducting their class and give
the students the period of semirelaxation they feel they need.
There are two observations
that should be made about such
a study period. One is that when
the first semester ends before
Christmas, which gives a fairly
well fixed ending date, whatever
study days are allowed will have
to be picked up in August. The
second 0 b s e r vat ion comes
from experience at a university that allowed such a study period, called a dead week there.
The faculty felt that the
students used the time for partying rather than studyi ng and
was not very kindly disposed l
toward the idea as a result.
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Campus Interviews
The follOwing employers will be interviewing UMR
applicants on campus from November 17 through 21,
1969.
,.Aluminum Company of America
Century Electric Company
C eco Corporation
Central IllinOis Public Service Co.
Bureau of Public Roads
Western Geophysical Co.
Naval Fleet Missile Systems AnalYSis
and Evaluation Group
Ebasco Services, Inc.
Cities Service Gas Co.
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Buckeye Cellulose Corp.
Arkansas Power & Light Co.
St. Joseph Lead Co:- J. F. Pritchard & Com.
Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center
Guy F. Atkinson Co.
Union Carbide Corp.
Public Service Electric & Gas Co.
General Foods Corp.
B. F . Goodrich Co.
City Utilities of Springfield
.!'hilco Ford Corp.
Fisher Controls Co.
Cessna Aircraft Co.
Dow Corning Corp.
Celanese Corp.
Dresser Oilfield and Mining Equipment
Kansas Gas & Electric Co.
Getty Oil Co., Mid-Continent Div.
Rust Engineering Co.
Brown Engineering Co.
State of New York, Dept. of Transportation
Peter Kiewit Sons'
Pacific Gas & ElectriC Co.
American Zinc Co.
Sangamo Electric Co.
United Nuclear Corp.
General Cable Corp.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

17
17
17
17
17
17

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

17
17
17
18, 19
18
18
18
18

Nov. 18
Nov. 18, 19
Nov. 19
Nov. 19
Nov. 19, 20
Nov. 19
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20, 21
Nov. 20
Nov. 21
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

21
21
21
21
21
21
21

Vi sit the Placement Office in the Buehler Building , 9th & Rolla Streets, for further information.
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OUR MAN HOPPE

If The Cause Is Right, Fight
Once upon atimein the country called Wonderfuland, there
was a ritual known as The Draft.
The Elders thought it uP. And,
being fair-minded men, they
worried and worried and worried about how tomake Itfair.
The ritual wasbasically simple: The Elders would
seek a glorious cause worth
fighting and dying for -- like
Economic Self Determinism in
Southeast Asia. Or Unimpaired
Political Hegemony in North·
west Africa.
Then, having found a cause
worth fighting and dying for,
they would send The Young Men
off to fight and die for it.
"This is eminently fair",
The Elders told The Young Men.
"We being elder and wiser, are
obviously best suited to finding
glorious causes to fight and die
for. Andyoun, being and stronger, are obviusly best suited to
do the fighting and dying".
The Young Men said they
guess.ed that sounded fair. So
everybody thought the idea was
fiar.
But a problem arose in selecting which YoungMentosend
off to fight and die. Beingfairminded men, The Elders wanted to select them by the fairest
possible method. Sotheyworried and worried and worried a- bout which method was the
most fair.

The Elders made lots and
lots of rules to make sure the
method was fair.
They ruled that a YoungMan
must be 181/2 years old before
being sent off to fight and die.
It wouldn't be fair to send a
Young Man who was 183/8.
They ruled that a YoungMan
must be healthy. It wouldn't be
fair to send an athlete with a
trick knee.
They ruled that a YoungMan
must be too poor to goto college
ox: too stupid to s t a y in. It
wouldn't be fair to send the
rich and the smart.
And they ruled that a Young
Man must believe that God
thought it was all ri ght to kill
people. It wouldn't be fair to
send some kind of religious nut.
To make the ritual eve n
more fair, little groups of EIders were setupineachneighborhood to pick The Young Men
personally from among the i r
friends and neighbors. But
some Elders personally didn't
like Young Men with long hair.
Or black skins. Or odd political ideas.
The Young Men found that
their odds of being picked depended on what neighborhood
they lived in. There was a lot
of gr u m bling. "Somehow",
said The Young Men, "it doesn't
seem quite fair".
The worried Elders thought

ews

Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. IS, 19
Nov. IS
Nov. IS
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Nov. IS
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Nov. 19
Nov. 19
Nov. 19, 211
Nov. 19
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 20, 21
Nov. 20
Nov. 21
Nov. 21
NOV. 21
NoV. 21
Nov. 21
NOv. Z1
NOV. 21
NoV. 21

Build-

Thank You

admiration.
Very truly yours,

The Editor
UMR Miner

Bess Sturgeon

Dear Tim:
I would like to take this op-

portunity to express through
your news media, myappreciation to all the students who rendered assistance in connection
with the fire in the Old Chemistry Building Sunday eveningOctober 19, 1969. The spirit of
cooperation exhibited byeveryone was highly commendable.
Although I did not h a v e the
opportunity to personally thank
each of the students I do want
them to know their assistance
will be forever remembered and
appreCiated.
Very truly yours,
Kelly E. Gibbons
DIRECTOR

Congratulations
Chancellor Merl Baker
Rolla, Missouri
Dear Sir:
Th r ough you, I wish to congratulate the maj ority of the students attending UMR on their
conduct during the recent moratorium on the Vietnam War.
We he ar so much criticism of
young people today and seldom
pr aise for the fine things they
do .
I think the students who attend
our University here must be a
fine caliber of young people.
They are so willing to help with
community projects such as
help with the underprivileged in
different ways, help with fund
r ai sing, etc.

Is This You?
The Editor
"The Miner"
Dear Sir:
The faculty and student body
of UMR should react in abhorence toward the attitudes we
allow in ourselves and tolerate
in others concerning foreign
students on our campus. I refer
to Professor Findley's letter of
last week and admit that I as
well have done little to encourage and accept, to help and
make welcome the students who
attend our school from other
countries.
We could learn much from
these p e 0 pie and should see
them as a valuable resource
on this campus. We too should
be anxious to share with them
a country who s e freedom we
ha ve grown up under and enjoyed. For them to hear of the

Philosophy 100

United States as a country of opportunity and freedom only to
arrive and find the conditions
cited is to our great discredit.
This matter brought to our
attention greatly concerns me,
but there is something greater
involved than harassment of
foreign students. Men h a v e always perpetrated hostile acts
toward others-- and the society as a whole recognized this
was injustice and to the i r
shame. The y then acted antithetically and sought to rectify the Situation, rep air the
wrong, punish the wrongdoers.
Our own country began as such
people fought for that kind of
society. The prevelant t r end,
however, is now to question if
we should so react against it,
if we need really feel shame for
our misdeeds and those of
others. To be silent is to condone; we need to call the prejudice just what it is, acknowledge it exists and set about
changing it.
The rna Ii c i 0 us incidents
Professor Findley cites certainly speak of a new morality in
( Continued on Page 8)

Odd Bodl{ins

• • •

MID-TERM EXAM November 12,1969

Read all statements carefully, then circle the letter 0pposite the BEST answer from the given choices. USE INK
ONLY. If you must make an erasure, erase your first answer
completely. This should leave a few holes in your test paper. It is to your advantage to answer every question. It is
to your disadvantage to enroll in any more philosophy courses. You have ten minutes. If you have any questions, remember, no one forced you to go to the movie last night.
1.

Life is:
a. an infinitesimal moment of existence in eternity.
b. profound, but not quite as profound as in "a".
c. published weekly.
d. just a bowl of cherries.
e. none of the above.

2.

After death, the body:
a. returns to the elements whence it came.
b. is exhumed for autopsy.
Co is sold to hospitals as "one-owner" organs.
d. is resurrected into Philadelphia Cream Cheese.

3.

God:
a. exists.
b. does not exist.
c. does exist, but a voids making personal appearances.
d. is infinite.
e. is infinite, but has a point of discontinuity at t=19.2.
f. damn.

4.

The problem of evil may best be reconciled by saying:
a. evil is necessary for a comparison to good.
b. evil is necessary for the 6 and 10 0' clock news.
c. into every life a little rain must fall.
d. if God had not allowed man to be a little evil, the entire world would be one big '(rated G" movie.

5.

Plato believed:
a. that Aristotle was a student radical.
b. that dead flies tell no tales.
c. in santa Claus, the tooth fairy, and Mom's apple pie.
d. for every drop of rain that falls a flower grows.

6.

An
a.
b.
c.

atheist:
none of the above.
all of the above.
probably missed question 3.

d.

a& b.

* * *

Moral: If you find a cause
worth fighting and dying for,
do so. If you don't, don't. That's
fair.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co.. 1969).

Student ~orum

lngUMR
ugh 21,
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

up new ideas. "How about picking just about everybody?" they
said. But just about everybody
didn't like this.
"How about a lottery?" they
said. "Then ever ybody would
ha ve a chance at the honor of
serving his country-- if he's
unlucky". But that sounded
strange.
"How abo u t paying them
more money", they said, "so
they WOUldn't mind fighting and
dying?" But that sounded mercenary.
The Young Men grew more
and more bitter. They didn' t
like the worthy causes. They
didn't like fighting and dying.
And they didn't like The Elders.
"How can you say these
things", said The Elders, astonished, "after all we've done
to be fair".
Eventually, of cour se, The
Young Men tried to overthrow
The Elders. There were terrible riots and battles. Man y
Young Men fought and died in
the attempt.
And the odd thing was, none
of them had to be drafted.

7.

The universe was created by:
a. non-union labor.
b. Walt Disney.
c. the Bui lding and Grounds force.
d. the same company that manufactures the joybuzzer
and the dribble glass.
e. mistake.

8.

The ontological argument begins:
a. "What the hell does ontological mean?"
b. "If God didn't make the little green apples, then it
don't rain in Indianapolis in the summertime".
c. "Oh yeah -- step over this line and say that".
d. "If God is all perfect and all powerful, why doesn't
he run for governor or something?"

9.

Plato is:
a. a reasoning animal.
b. Mickey Mouse's dog.
c. the ninth planet in our solar s ystem.
d. an Italian plate.

10. "Acts of God" s uch as floods, earthquakes, etc. are:

a.
b.
Co

d.

adequately des cribed in the fine print of insurance
policies.
awe inspiring.
terrifying.
terr ifying, but not nearly as terrifying as " Acts of
Man" .

.1
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Referendum

On KMSM
This Week
On FOCUS the que stion of final e x a m s and the November
25th r efer endum will be exa mi ned and discuss ed by var iou s
guests this week as we ll as next
we ek. KMSM will act a s a
sounding board on thi s subj ec t
and will have phone line s open
for concerned faculty and students--enabling the m to e xpress their opinions or arguments on the alr to the listening audience.
T his referendum will be
c oncerned with the que stion of
an instructor's right to administer final exams at hisown discretion. The student body will
h a v e opportunity to address
que s t ion s to various campus
representatives Thurs., N ov .
13th and Nov. 20th in open di sc ussion before the referendum.
We invite you to expre ss
yourself before the s tudent body
in this way .
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GAD Is Continuing Fine Record
Gam ma Alpha Delta's Ope- B a k e r, Dick Fulton, District
r ation Interum Assist" receiv- Co- ordinator of the E a s to ned a grant of $4800 from People Taylor Gateway Center, ReveIncorporated, which is part of rend F red Lamar of Wesley
the St. Louis Human Develop- House, and other members of
ment Corporation. People In- Gamma Alpha Delta.
c or porated is funded by HUD,
Also present were Dan Boand presentation of award was kermann of Phi Kappa Theta and
on Wednesday, November 5. Steve Gardner of Lamda Chi
The grant will go toward sup- Alpha, this year's Gamma Alpplying meals and paying trans- ha Delta project co-ordinators.
portation costs for the project, Their job is the supervision of
which allows for the construc- GAD's city improvement protion of five parks and the dejects. Steve and Dan designed
molition of numerous small_the five parks and are responbui ldings in the city of St. sible for their construction aLouis.
long with the demolition of the
Present at the signing ofthe condemned buildings.
contract were Chancellor Merl
Gamma Alpha Delta's pro-

$ $ $ SAVE $ $ $
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES
Open 9 to 8 Monday Thru- Friday - 8 to 6 Saturdays

Venture:
Purify water
with the fiber
that made
men whistle.
Nylon. Reve rse osmosis.
A fib er that started makin g girls' legs more beauti·
f ul some 30 years ago.
And a process that's bee n around a lot longer.
But when Du Pont scientists and en gineers look
at th em in a new way, t hey comb ine into an idea that
can change the world.
Reverse osmosis is a purification process t hat
requires no phase change. It's potentially the cheap·
est way to desalinate water.
Du Pont's innovation? Hollow, semipermeab le ny·
Ion fibers much finer than human hair. Symmetrical,
with an outer diameter of .002 inch and a wall t hick·
ness of .0005 inch, with an accuracy of man ufacture
maintained at close to 100%. Twenty·five to 30 mi lli on
of th em en cased in a precisely engineered unit 14
inches in diameter by 7 feet long.
Th e result: a semipermeabl e surface area of about
85,000 square feet-th e size of a 2·acre lot-and up
to 10,000 gallons of desa lted water per day.
So far " Permasep"<!l permeators have been used
experimentall y to purify brackish and pollute d water,
and in various indu stri al separations . But the po·
tential to desalt seawater, too, is there.
So Du Pont scientists and eng ineers are even now
working toward improved fi bers, units an d plant
designs th at should make it possible to get fresh
water from salt at a pri ce that any town or nat ion
can afford .
Innovation- applying th e known to discover the
unknown, invent ing new material s and putting them
to work, usin g research an d en gi neerin g to create
the ideas and products of th e future-thi s is the
venture Du Pont peop le are now engaged in .
For a variety of career opport un ities, and a chance
to ad van ce throu gh man y fi el ds, talk to your Du Pont
Recru iter. Or send us th e coupon.

r--------------------------------------Du Pont Company, Room 7890, Wilmington, DE 19898
Please send me the booklets ch ecked below.

o Chemical Engin eers at Du Pont
o Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
o Engineers at Du Pont
o Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production
Name'_____________________________________
University,_ _______________________________
Degree'_______________ Graduation Date' _ _ _ __

_

_

AddresiS-s____________________________.....,..._____
City, ------------~S'tate _____________ Zip,- -- - -

An EqUBI Opportunity Employer (M/F)
L ________ _ _____________________________
_

jects will be broken intoa number of smaller projects, each
to be done by one or more fraternities.
The first project
will involve the demolition of

the buildings in St. Louis. Approximately one hundred men
from Lamda ern Alpna an dP hi Kappa Theta at UMR and

VOLKSWAGEN
Sal •• and Service

BILL SOWERS MOTORS
PHONE 364·5178

HWY. 66 EAST IN NORTHWYE

Special Financing for Graduating Seniors

is. A~

d tne n

I and'

il\ and
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Senator Thomas Eagleton
Speaks For Young Democrats
On Friday night, November ed- -and that the humane pro- presentation was followed by
7th, the UMR campus played mise of our free and prospe- Eagleton's pledge to deliver the
bost to Missouri Senator Thom- rous society can be fulfi lled" . petition to the President.
as Eagleton. Sponsored by the
The College Y oung DeAfter receiving congratulaUMR College Young De- mocrats then formally presenttions
m members of the aumocrats, the banquet in Senator ed to the Senator their petition dience,froSenator
Eagleton leftfor
Eagleton's honor at the Student calling for imm ediate with- a morning speaking engagement
Union Ballroom provided a uni- drawal from Viet Nam. The in St. Louis.
que experience in po Ii t i ca 1
thought.
Basing his address on the
JANUARY 19
Inability of the Republicans to
-IN
.
TOrespond to basic issue of great
APRIL
25
concern to Americans, Senator
Eagleton went on to s tat e that,
CIDOC INVITES YOU TO CUERNAVACA for sixteen
"This is no time for an Admi- .
seminars aimed at finding ways to free education
nistration whicb sponsors or
from schooling. Seminar leaders will include:
tolerates attacks on men of good

I ALTERNATIVES

I;I EDUCAliON
i

will •• ."

Expanding his commentary
on current Administration policy, Senator Eagleton tried to
arrive at the heart of the inconsistencies of the Nix 0 n
Presidency. For an example,
he stated that President Nixon
had cut $5 million fr 0 m cancer research a nd had spe nt $96
milli on on a s uper s onic tr anspor t air craft that will not be able
to land in the continental United States.
Ending his speech witha general suppor t of the peaceful
pr otest movement against Admi nistration policies, he stated that "It is a ti me for national leader s - -who believe that
dissent must not be stifled-equality cannot be compr omis-
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JEROME BRUNER
PAULO FREIRE
PAUL GOODMAN'

NOTICE

li

The Third Annual Intercollegiate Knights Coronation Ball will be held Saturday, November 15, at Prospector ' s Club. The band wi ll be the I.M.F. (formerly
the Disciples of Soul) a nd wi ll play fr om 9: 00 p.m.
to 1: 00 a.m. Dr ess is se mi-formal.

R
~

II..::::;:-:-:-:-:-:-:;-;-:-;-:-;-:~;;;;;;:;:;:;========~:
•

OLDS

442's - Cutlass S
GS-400 - Skylark
SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS
ORDER NOW!

ECK MOTOR CO.

JOHN HOLT
IVAN IlllCH
JONATHAN KOlOl

Take the entire program or enroll

in

BUICK

SINCE 1951

individual seminars. Tak~ advan-

tage of conference and cou"es on latin America and of INTENSIVE
INSTRUCTION IN SPOKEN SPANISH.

ROBERT A. ECK
MSM- '43

For detailed information write: CIDOC-SPRING 1970

Tau Beta Pi, Blue Key, Theta Tau, Pi Kappa Alpha

APDO 479, CUERNAVACA, MEXICO

GAD Is Continuing
(Continued fr om P age 6)
twenty men fr om IKE at St.
Louis University will attend.
Ga mma Alpha Delta' s fin e
W9rk has brought them an impr essive record. It is believed that this work will continue
and that this year's projects
will be even more successful
because of increased funds and
the fact that more and m 0 r e
students and student organizations are becoming involved in
the work of Gamma
Delta.

STEAK HOUSE
We se rve th e grea test
steaks in to wn.
Cur barbecue is
real soul food .
Every SUl)day
(11 to 4 p.m.)
Y2 Fried chicken,
a potatoe, gravy
and slow for
on Iy $1.65
Why should we be
modest when we know
we top"em all?

EL-CHAR·EVE
STEAK HOUSE
(ROLLA ' S FINEST)
Hiway 63, South
364-9900

The college you can't get into without ajob.
The college is o urs-W estern Electr ic's Corporate E d ucat io n
Ce nte r in H o p ewell, N ew J e rsey.
L ike yo ur college, ours has a cam p us with do rms, dining halls,
labs and a libra ry. Un like yours, you ca n't get into o urs without a job.
A job at W estern E lectri c.
Ou r students-engineers, managers a nd other professionalsdeve lop a nd expa nd their skills th rough a variety of courses, from
corporate operation s to computer e lectronics. T o he lp bring better
teleph one service and equi·pment, throu gh the Be ll System.
Fo r in /o rm a tion contact your placement office. O r write: College
R e lation s M anager, Western E lectric Co., R oom 2500, 222 Broadway,
N e w Y ork, N e w Y ork 10038. An equal opport unit y e mployer.

® Western Electric
'-eI
Mc'lnul<lctunng and Svpp/y Urul of rhe Bell Syslem

. NORMAN SCHWEISS
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Three Proposals On Finals Outlined
(Continued from Page

them either directly or through
It is up to the student to level
the Student Council Bitch Comhimself before voting upon
mense oversight. There seems mittee. Therefore, they avoid with
this proposal. The advantages,
to be almost a general con- an hour exam unle 55 they feelH disadvantages,
pros and cons,
sensus that professors give is absolutely necessary to give and the necessity--the
absolute
hour exams out of sheer de- one. The faculty is aware of necessity--of the proposal must
sire to antagonize the student.
This is a grave misconception, s tudent likes and dislikes, so be evaluated. If one feels that
for every hour exam is deemed let them have a little freedom such a policy is in need, then
a necessary part of the course, and discretion and let the un- vote so. However, we must
or it would not be administer- written law remain just as it give our professors afatr evaluation, and keep it in mind.
ed. We students are here pri- is--unwritten.
m arily for an education, so why
shun from added learning. With,
essentially, a week cut off of
each se mester, many courses
wi ll have to have material
205 W. NINTH
" crammed" in as to finish the
cour se's studies, or altogether
SCHLITZ
ON
TAP
OPEN 10 TO 1:30
drop one, perhaps two or even
three lec tures. Though colleges
exist for the education of the
student, we must remember
that our professors were themselve s once students and know
what they are doing.
1)

,

MINER SPECIAL
With This Coupon You Will Receive A

BARBECUE BEEF SANDWICH
FRENCH FRI ES and a ROOT BEER
For Only

65 (

At

A&W DRIVE IN

THE PUB

(Highway 72 At Rolla Street)
A&W

Hurry! This Coupon

Expires Wednes day, Nov. 12

A&W

Another observation is in
need as to the very nec essity
of the proposal of a "preparati on" week. Many instructors
have taken it as an unwritten
law that major exams before
finals are in poor taste . They
are not anxious to have the
wrath of the students hurled at

Studenl
Forum
*CEILING
AND
VISIBILITV
UNLIMITED

(Continued from Page 5)
that we quietly accept them - - but
this is bardly the kind of revolUtion to eargerly embrace
or even calmly accept. Man's
inhumanity to his own kind is
as old as the race itself, but to
a great extent the uniqueness of
man lies in .that he has knowledge of a moral law outside
himself. The extent to which
man bas placed himself in submission to tbat law is a barometer of the bestiality he ha s
shown.

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv·
ing an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

This nation bas a Christian
heritage that speaks to each of
us of Jesus Christ and his perfect submission to tbat law. He
is much more than THE example, but He IS tbat. To continue
to turn our back on Him is to
hasten toward a country filled
with anarchy and hatred as never
before.

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company·paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

Sincerely,
(Signed)
Gerald Chappue
Graduate Student, UMR

Little
King

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph .D. in: MECHANICAL·
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING· PHYSICS· CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE· ENGINEERING SCIENCE· ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

1009 Pine

[S A. COMPLETE MEAL"

Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

TWITTY
CITY

CAVU ' might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide ran ge of challenging programs which include iet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

"WHERE A SANDWICH

"WHERE YOUR
DOLLAR BUYS SO
MUCH MORE"
Located In T he
HILLCREST
SHOPP ING CENTER

Pratt & Whitney
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

~ircraft

U

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

~
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Festival Of Religion And The Arts Comes To Rolla
The Cellar Door, the Coffee
House for UMR students and
people of Rolla, will present a
special four day program this
month, November 13th through
16th, Thursday through Sunday.
The Coffee House located In the
lower hall of the Episcopal Parish House, loth and Main
Streets, ha s bee n sponsored
over the past four years by six
Rolla Church groups: Christ
Cburch Episcopal, The Newman
Center (Roman Catholic), The
Wesley House (Methodist), The
UCCF (Presbyterian), T he Lutheran C hur ch, The Ba pt i s t
Student Union, all known as The
Ecumenical Program on Campus.
The first feature is a an unusual Art eXhibit: "The Treasure House Art Display" from
Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri,
featuring 44 pieces of original
art, provocative and inspiring
interpretations. This display
of art will be available for viewing on Thursday, November 13th
from 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.; Friday,
November 14th from 7:00- 9:00
P.M.; Saturday, November 15th
from 7:00 - 9:00P.M.; Saturday,
November 15th from 1: 00 - 4: 00
P.M.; Sunday, November 16th
from 1:00 - 4:00 P.M., in the
upper hall of the Episcopal Parish House, loth and Main
Streets.

lnt
lnt
lnt

Second, Friday, November
14th, at the Coffee House, 9:00
- 12: 30 A.M. the Covenant
Players will be the feature attraction. A travelling group of
players from Encino, California, dealing exclusively with
contemporary drama: humor,
science fiction, religiOn. The
prime purpose of the group is
to offer drama as a means to
communication; to affect inspiration, challenge, and give new
insights into the meaning and
demands of today's living. Among the plays and stinger s the
g r 0 u p will present will be:

or
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We serve the greatest
steaks in town.
Cu r barbecue is
real soul food.
Every Sunday
(11 to 4 p.m.)
Y2 Fried chicken,
a potatoe, gravy
and slaw for
only $1.65
Why should we be
modest when we know
we top"em all?

EL·CHAR·EVE
STEAK HOUSE
(R OLLA'S FINEST)
Hi way 63 , South
364-9900

"Don't Just Stand There", "Name of the Game", "AsinaPrison", "Wrong Identity", "Controversy", and "No Answer".
And, the third feature is on
Saturday, November 15th, Bill
F landers will be at the Coffee
House from 9:00 - 12:30 A.M.
Bill is an Episcopal clergyman
with rare musical talents and
in t ere s t s, a Singer of folkhymns- in particular his own.
Combining a life's training in
singing, literature and theology, he is making his career the
introduction of new songs to
churches, schools and colleges
across the country. In worship
serVices, concerts, workshops,
conferences and rallies William

Flanders has sung to and with
people of all ages, conservatives and liberals alike. He sings
out of his own life's experience.
His songs are rooted in the Biblical tradition, yet speak in secular language, their melodies
drawing on the American folksong heritage.
Frequently touring - from
coast to coast and recently into
Canada - William Flanders has
sung on campuses as diverse as
Stanford, Stephens, Kendall and
Maryland, Seminaries where he
has appeared include U ni on
( NYC) and Virginia. Forthcoming concerts will be at Exeter
and Groton schools. His ecumenical ministry moves be-

tween churches in a dozen denominations.
The students and faculty at
UMR are all invited to theCoffee House, as well as are the

townspeople of Rolla who are
interested in folk music and the
arts. EPOC extends a warm
word of welcome to this special
Festival of Religion and the
Arts, November 13-16.

Diehl Montgomery, Inc.
ROLLA, MISSOURI
FORD -

LINCOlN -

MERCURY -

T·BIRD -

CONTINENTAL

DRIVE YOUR NEW CAR BEFORE YOU GRADUATE!

Craig Car Stereo Players Sal es & Servi ce

See U. for Your Special Student Pay Plan

VARSITY RADIO SHACK

Payment. Tailored While You Are in School and Out.

221 Hwy. 72

on New or Used Cars.

364-2440

.

,

HOW'S
THIS

FORA

CHALLENGE?
Rust is an engineering-construction firm that's
9,000 people strong and 12,000 contracts old.
We are committed to an unusually high growth
rate during the next five years. We need young
and eager architects, civil, mechanical and electrical engineers to step in and help achieve or
surpass that growth.
With Rust, your professional development
comes fast. And you have the opportunity to expand your interest in the newer disciplines that

our people engage in: ecology, urban renewal,
air and water management, systems engineering,
marketing and economic research.
If your personal goals include rapid growth
with a company known allover the world for delivering a wide variety of engineering services; if
you desire to continue to learn and to advance at
your own pace within such a company; and if you
are ready to assume responsibilities your first
day on the job, sign up for an interview with Rust.

Our representative will be on campus

Nov. 20, 1969

RUSTrn

THE RUST ENGINEERING

co.

D IVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES

.. ... ... .. .
•

t

•• •
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Miners RollOver Maryville, 20-7

G
5

By Pat Davidson
The University of MissouriRolla capitalized on five pass
interceptions and turned back
the Northwest Missouri State
Bearcats, 20- 8, last Saturday
to all but ruin NWMS's conference title hopes.
The Engineers scored twice
in the second quarter on a pair of
85-yard drives and came back
with a 78-yard march in the
fourth quarter.

Ed Lane picked 'off
three NW MS passes
Pat Godwin went over from
the six for Rolla's first score
and Larry Oliver caught a 10yard Godwin pass for the second.
Both scores came
late in the second period. The
second touchdown was set up by
a long pass interference call on
the Bearcat 32-yard line.
Fullback Bob Berry dived
over from the one for the
Miners' final tally. Kicker
Larry Oliver converted after
the first two scores but an attempt for a two-point conversion just failed after the third

Miners To Face SMS In Season Finale;
Bears Shoot For Year's First Victory

TD.
Maryville's only score came
in the third period with the Miners leading 14-0. Steve Schottel, Bearcat quarterback, started the scoring by rolling out to
pass. About to be hit by Rolla
defenders, Schottel pitched to
The last match- up of the
John Stoll for the score.
season will see the Mighty MiThe game was marred by ners playing host to Southwest
penalties as both squads were Missouri State this Saturday ~ 'penalized over the hundred yard ternoon. Enjoying their be s t
mark. A fired up Miner de- season in several years, the Mifense told the story , however, ners shou ld have the momentum
as Eddie Lane intercepted three to end the season on a victoriBearcat passes, Joe Passan- ous note .
tino grabbed one aerial, and
defensive halfback Freddie
In his first year at SpringWhi te picked off yet another. field, Head Coach Don (Red)
It was monster man Passan- C ross has been unable to fortino's seventh aerial theft mulate a winning SWMS team.
and Lane and White now have Although he had 24 lettermen
six a piece as all three close returning, the Bears seem to be
in on the team record of eight in a rut, last year's record havinterceptions in a season.
ing been only two wins and eight
The win left both the Miners losses. This year the Be a r s
and the Bearcats 2- 2 in confer- have failed to produce a winning
ence play. The Silver and Gold effort, their record stands at no
play Southwest Missouri State wins and seven losses.
next weekend while the MaryIn the first two games ofthe
ville squad faces a tough Northseason, the Be a r s were shut
east Missouri state team.
out, not even mounting a respecSTATISTICS
NWMS UMR table offensive threat. Coach
18 Cross started playing his un14
First Downs
194 derclassmen after that and the
Rushing
126
84
166
Passing
13-20
6-26
Passes
o
5
Interceptions
8-36
4-37
Punts
2
1
Fumbles
122
101
Penalties

Complete UMR Activities
Sat. Nov. 15

Sat. Nov. 15

Sat. Nov. 15

Varsity Football
Sums, Springfield Home
Varsity Cross-Country
MIAA conference meet
Warrensburg

Phi Kappa Theta social fraternity rolled to a perfect 8-0
record to capture the 1969 intramural football championship. The vic tor s hlghlighted
the season with a 19-13 championship gamE' win over a determined Lambda Chi Alpha team.
The championship, the second
consecutive for Phi Kappa The-

p{ag

uar si
Vnfa

By Rick Remley
Bears have made steady i mprovement since then. Freshman quarterback Bob George
too k over the s i g n a 1 calling
c hores from junior John Smrcina and led the team to the i r
first pOints of the season against
Pittsburg State College, but they
were not enough as the Be a r s
fell 14-34. The SWMS offensive
spurt was short lived, however,
as the Bears were again shut out
in their next two games. The
second game was lost to their
first MIAA foe, Northeast Missouri State 0-23.
Two weeks ago, SWMS took
on the league leading Southeast
Missouri State Indians. Coach
Cross must have had the Bears
up for the game, for Cape
squeaked by 24-21. This game
proved that Springfield is capable of playing sound football.
The Bears have no outstanding personnel, and many of the
returning lettermen have been

replaced by freshmen and sophomores. The fir s t two touchdowns of the season were scored by sophomore Barry Rindernecht, who is averaging 1.9
yards per carry. The Bears'
best run n e r is sophomore
halfback Garry Summers with
a 3.9 yard average. An 0 the r
sophomore standout is Warren
Baker, the Bears' kicker. Baker is a returning letterman who
averaged 37 yards per punt last
season.
Saturday's game will be the
fourty - seventh meeting of the
two teams . The first match was
in 1910. Since then, the Miners
have won 25 games and lost 20
and there has been one tie. The
Miners will be trying to even
the score after the Bears' 14-9
Victory of last year. The task
will not be an easy one, for
SWMS will no doubt be determined not to c los e the season
without entering the victory column.

Phi Kap Wins Football 'Murals~
Lambda Chi~ TEKE Place High

[SPORTS LlNE-upl

tn°1D

oasiu

ta, earned them 310 intramural
points. LambdaChi Alpha earned 300 pOints for a second place
finish. Winning the playoff for
third place, Tau Kappa Epsilon
was a war d e d 290 pOints while
fourth place Beta Sigma Psi got
280. Kappa Sigma and Phi Kappa Alpha were tied for first in
their leagues, but did not earn

a championship playoff be r t h
and received 265 pOints apiece.
Engineer's Club and Sigma Pi
both suffered only one loss i n
season's play and finished in a
tie for s eve nth. In the ninth,
tenth, and eleventh spots we r e
Tech Club, SigmaNu, andShamrock Club who all tied.
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Rugby
U. of Mo. - Columbia - Away

FAULKNER'S STANDARD
SERVICE
MARTIN SPRING DRIVE & 1-44
Rollo, Missouri 65401
Discol; Is For Students

CIVIL ENGINEERING
SENIORS!
YOUR FUTURE CAN BE IN
TRANSPORT ATION!
Our expanding transportation engineering pro g ram includes an annual
1/ 2 billion doll a r s in highway construction.
No Exam - Tuition refunds for Graduate Study.
See our r ecru i t e r on Friday, November 21, 1969. Visit your Placement
Office Now for brochures and SIGN UP
hear the full story, or write to:
Personnel Bureau
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORT ATION
State Campus Building 5, Albany,
New York 12226

with

~RMSTRONG'S

~

nORSeman

T(
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w

The
Snow Tire
with
Year-Round
Performance

Ii
I
)'0

l'h
Ou

rrp

BUY NOW AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT AT

ROLLA TIRE CENTER
City Rt. 66 and 63 Highway

Rolla, Missouri

364-5099
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Flentie Joins UMR Staff;
School's First Trainer

Girl's Basketball Begun,

Softball, Tennis To Follow
By

the
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A certain gro u p bas been
known to frequent the new gymnasium of late. It is made up
of a group tbat is not a familiar sight to the ordinary Miner.
Unfamiliar as they may seem,
they resemble something we
have seen in the outside world
(outside Rolla). Although they
are growing rapidly, they are
consistantly being reported to
number many more than they
actually are. They are not a
protest group even though they
have been known to create aconsider able disturbance at many
school functions. I a m reporting this to you because I feel
tbat it will be of interest to
each of you. I stumbled on to
this discovery quite by accident,
and I hope you can appreciate
the experience.
Walking into Rolla's amazing new Multipurpose Building
one Wednesday evening with the
usual midweek blues, I caught
something in the corner of my
eye tbat see med to have a n amazing attraction. I found myself in complete concentration
of what I though to be an intramur al basketball ga me. I could
tell right away there was something wrong when I counted twelve players on the court. Tr ying to reason out the Situation,
I became more and more confused. There was something
unusual about the way the players were behaving. Four players from each team seemed to
be unable to cross the center
line as if they were bound to
their own end of the court by
some protective barrier while
two other players from each
team were able to move to any

Steve Nimmo

portion of the court with noappar e n
restrictions. Reassembling my thoughts to attack the problem from a different angle, I noticed their
shape was some what different
from the ordinary intramural
roundballer. A number of the
players bad longer than normal
hair which, along with my previous observations, led me to
the hypothesis tbat it must be
the new group I had heard rumors of. No, they are not aliens from outer space, hippies
from L.A., or protesters invading U.M.R., but they are part of
a new movement that bas begun
this year in our Intramural Program. Believe it or not fellas,
the Intramural program ha s
now been extended to a g r 0 u p
of about fifty inter ested gir Is.
Amazingly enough I'm told
they have no problems at all
getting male volunteers for any
assistance they need in the field
of coaching. And why not! What
red blooded, American Miner
would turn down such a golden
opportunity to coach a team of
females ? Think of the halfti me
pep talks in the dressing room.
On second thought, don't.
Thus far the girls Intramural program consists of f 0 u r
tea ms with ten to fifteen members each. Two teams are
made up of coeds li ving in private housing and are called
Rolla Team I and Rolla Team
II. Vicky Hosfeld is I.M . manager of Team I and Lendi
Stetler of Tea m II. T he other
two teams are made up of a
group of W.R.H.A. girls managed by Lynn Brewer and the
girls of Thomas Jefferson ma-

$ $ $ SA VE $ $ $
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES

Open 9 to 8 Monday Thru- Friday - 8 to 6 Saturdays

To check
spendingspend
with checks

naged by Win nett e Mason,.
Don't get excited fellas, you
won't be competing a g a ins t
girls in Intramural Wrestling
this yea..·. In fact, the girls will
be competing only among themselves in all sports. So far the
g i r Is progra m includes th e
sports of: Basketball, Volleyball, Tennis, Softball, Golf and
Swimming. The program is expected to be extended to include sports such as Table TenniS,
Badmitton, and possibly Track
in the future. If there are any
gir Is interested in joining one
of the teams they should contact
Coach Burr Van Nostrand of
the Athletic department. Sorry
--No Guys.

NOTICE!
Anyone wishing
to join the UMR Soccer Club
contact Tom Schob at 2146
or Bob Doyle at 9762.

I-OHIO STATE
2-TEXAS
4-ARKANSAS
5--NOTRE DAME

~~::,',',' ~lIege

.

Rolla State Bank
Hillcrest

Downtown
210 West 8th St.

Hwy.

The Drive In Bank YI,ith PlPrJ<ing

72 &

Rucker

22
33
24
17

~

Miami . Fla .
EI Paso
S.M.U.
Pittsburah

14-FLORIDA
15-STANFORD

Other Games 11
7
6
14

~~~ia

1~

~ilft':,~a Young

i~

~!~h .:~teState

1~

23

28

Furman
North carolina

0
21

g~:~~~o

Colorado State
Dartmouth
Oavidson
Florida
Harvard
Houston
Indiana
Kansas State
L.S.U .
louisville
Marshall
Memphis State
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan
Michigan State
Missouri
North Texas
Notre Came
Ohio State
Ohio U
Oklahoma
Oregon State
Pennsylvania
Penn State
Prj nceton
Quantico Marines
San Diego State
South Carolina
Southern California
Stanford
Syracuse
Tennessee
Texa s
Texas A & M
Texas Tech
TOledo
Tulane
U .C.l.A.
Utah
Villanova
V.P.1.

Abilene Christian
Appalachian
Arkansas State
Carson-Newman
catawba
Delta State.

East Tennessee

~:}e~eX~~~tuC·kY

Fairmont
Glenville
Hardi ng
Henderson
lenoir-Rhyne
LouiSiana Tech
Martin
Maryville
Mississippi College
Morehead
Northwood, Mich .
Ouachita
S F Austin
Sa lem
SE Louisiana
Sui Ross
Tampa
Tennessee Tech
Texas A & I
Texas Lutheran
Texas Southern
Troy Sta te
Western Carolina

~~

31
31
3D
30
22

28
23

17
24
21

20

2S

26
34

21
34
24
30

31
24
21

28

20
38

28
22
40
28
34

24
37
28

38
22
20

30
21
37

31
30
29

~
22

n

31

~tl:=

Stote

Idaho
Cornell
Wofford
Kentucky

Brown

No. carolina State
Northwestarn
Nebraska
Mississippi State
Wichita
East Carolina
Florida Stllte
Kent State
Iowa
Minnesota
towa State
Tulsa
Georaia Tech
Purdue
Cincinnati
Kansas
Washington State
Columbia
Maryland
Vale
Xavier
New Mexico State
Wake Forest
Washinaton
Air Force
NoV)'

Mississippi
T.C.U.
Rice
Saylor
Oayton
Vi .... "ia
O....,n
Arizona
Williom & Mary
Duke

=I~:n;reen

Northern Illinois
illinois
New Mexico

~~

7

7
20

6
7

22
14

1S

0
17

17
22
10
14

20
10
7
·7

17

10

12
7
16
6

24
13
14

12
7

14
14
14

13
14

7

15
10
7

15
I'
20

2~

7

21

6

South and-Southwest
21
28

24

27

19

20

21
24
28
29

23
20

14

27
20
24
22

20
22
27
26

21
23
20

17
21

28
26
24

35
34
27
34

Trinity
Samford

Arlingto n
Presbyterian
Guilford
NE Loui.iona
Middle Tennessee
SOUthwest Texas
Indiono State

16-PURDUE
17-KANSAS STATE
IS-NEBRASKA
19-MISSISSIPPI
2~IR FORCE

I~GEORGIA

Citadel'
Clemson

Livin~ston

STOP burning up cash ...
GO economically with checks-with us!

11-S0UTHERN CAL
12-M·ICHIGAN

Saturday, Noy. 15-Major Colleges
Alabama
Arizona State
Arkansas
Army

Other Games -

pa~; m e nts.

er's job is a full time affair,
and cannot be performed by a
volunteer, working on a part
time basis. This is true simply because of the huge amount
of work to be done.
Almost as important as the
trainer himself is the equipment with which he is equipped.
Bill Flentje is fortunate that the
multi-purpose building is equipped with modern whirlpool bath,
heat treatment and diathermy
machines. The s e provide a
great measure of any trainer's
effectiveness.
The trainer is a very important member of the athletic
staff. He is often responsible
for enabling key players to remain in the game
although
plagued by minor injuries. A
trainers prime function is to
allow every player to achieve
his full potential, not being hampered by injury.
The Miner and the student
body wei com e Traine Bill
FJe ntje to the UMR staff, and
hope that he will have a long and
successful stav at the nosition.

(Forecasting Average: 1238 rillht, 40] wronll, 40 ties ...... .. 7~)

]-AUBURN
&-L.S.U.
8-MISSOURI
9-U,C.L.A.
I~ENN STATE

~TENNESSEE

Westem Michigan
Wisconsin
Wvomlna

repea ting

Horsford

The Harmon Football Forecast

TOP 20 TEAMS

:::t ~~r~~~ia
It's a douhl e check, actuall~· .. . Your checkbook's "l'Unning balance" con ~ tantl~' \\'al'l1,;
~'()u aga inst ()\'erspending - and hec<lu,;e
check-stub records show \\'ha t ~'ou\ 'e paid
o ut. to wh om, there's littl e dan ge r of

By Bill
Among the new faces present among the UMR coaching
staff Is trainer Bill Flentje.
For the first time in the history of the school the varsity
athletes have the services of an
official full time trainer. Bill's
office is in the basement of the
multi-purpose building, near
the equipment room.
Bill attended college at the
University of Missouri at Columbia. He graduated with a
Bachelor ' s degree and is a
physical therapist. The major
share of Bill's time is now spent
with the football team. His duties include taping players,
treating bruises and charley horses and other injuries
with which football players are
afflicted. Bill performs much
the same functions for all the
varSity athletes.
Although the Miners did not
have an official trainer until
this year, it should not be considered an unnecessar y position.
Expert medical aid at the time
of an injur y can often lessen the
s eve r it Y of the damage, or
eliminate it entirelv. A train-

6

16
17
15
7

17
6

13
20

Albriaht
Amherst

21
24
Bridieport
27
Central Connecticut 2B
Connecticut
26
Delaware
30
Dickinson
20
24
Hobart
Indiana U
22
Jerny City
19
Lebanon Valley
20
Lehiah
28
27
Maine
Massachusetts
27
14
Montclair
Muhlenberg
28
Rochester
21
Sprinlfield
28
Susquehanna
30
Temple
28
Trenton
18
Wesleyan
22

31
33
34

17

19

20
30

28
25
24
29

14
25
20
27

21
16
26
38

19
28

21

~ ~i:'~~a

ll'

Northern Iowa
Ohio Northern
Ohio Wesleyan
Ottawa
Panhandle
Rolla
st. Joseph's
South Dakota U
SE Missouri
SW Oklahoma
~:rW~lestem. Kan.

27
20
31

~~g:~iSO

:rlfi~i~&t~~w~11 Lee
Wittenberg
WOOster
Vounastown

21
21
29
21
34
26
31

~~

~~

II28
29

23

.6
6
14

Cal Lut.... "'n

33.

14
10
0

28

21

Chico State
Colorado Mines
Colorado State
Eastern New Mexico
Hayward
Hawaii
Long Beach
Montana
Nevada

M c Neese
Howard payn e
Northern Michigan
Austin Peay
Sam Houston
Northwood, Texas
Arkonsas AM & N

16
17
7
22
14
6
13

west Va. State

~~~~;it"

7
10
0
7
14
7

6

6

. ~;ii~tt~water

g:~tr~IWa~~I;;~~n ~r

19
32
25
21
33
31
27
26

~=d'::e~~~~ ~r~~~~s ~~

Northern Arizona
Pacific
Pacific Lutheran
Puget Sound
Redlands
Sacramento
Southern Utah
Western Washi naton
I Whittier

21
38
24
21
20
24

21
24
~

13
15
21
16
7

12
15
6
21
7
14

17
23

8
7

o

20
I'
12
10
14
14

Midwest

Western Kentucky
Tay lo r
North Cent",1
Otte,bein
Millikin
Illinois Wesleyan
Wayne , Mich.
Colorado Western
Hanoyer
Southern Illinois
8all State
North Park
St. Norbert
Principia
Bradley
Hiram
Bethany
Adrian
Missouri Southern
Heidelbel'1l
EvansviUe
FIndlay

;:r'~~:ouri
· Western IIlfnois
fenis
Mount Union
Baker
SE Oklahoma
·SW .Missouri
Franklin
Omaha
Central Missouri
lanaston
~~reria College

~~~?;

:r;s~~~o~al~y
Ashland
' Oberlin
Gustavus

Other Games -

Elstem Illinois

Shepherd
Arkansas Tech
Arkansas State
Elon
Jacksonville
Llmar Tech
Flo">nce
Southwestern, Tenn .
Arkansas A & M
Kentucky State
Concord
Southem State
McMurry

7.

:~~~en I~and
Johns Hopkins
R.P.1.
Wilkes
Curry
Coast Guard
Bucknell
Vermont
New Hampshire
Glassboro
Franklin & Marshall
Allegheny
Tufts
Western Maryland
Northeastern

Other Games Akron
Anderson
Auaustana, II I.
capital
carroll
Carth.ae
Central Michiga n
Central Oklahoma
Centre
Drake
Eastern Michigan
Elmhurst
Hillsdale
Illinois College
"linois State
Kalamazoo
Kansas Wesleyan
Kenyon
Lincoln
Marietta
Murray
Muskinaum

East

Upsala
Williams
American Intern'l
Southern Conn.

24
6

o

7
14
6

o

20
14
20
6
13
20

19

o

13
7

o
7
7
7

.d

6
7

'25
14
12
17
13
12
20
17
14

o

12
13
7
6
8
6
6

o

20

Far West

Pomona
Santa Barbara
Eastern Washington
San Francisco State
Westminster
Washburn
NW Oklahoma
Davis
Unfield

~~t:n~I:~ta

St ate
San. Fnmci sco U
Hiram Scott
San Fernaodo
Fresno State
Santa Clara
Idaho COllege
Lewis & Clark
laVerne
.
Humboldt
Western New Mexico
Whitworth
Claremont

o

16
12

17
I'

o

14
7
7
6
10

o

19
12
17
7
13

14
10

23

19
12
7
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Varsity Swimmers Face Tough Season;
Coach Pease Sets Sights On MIAA Title

Meet the Miners
By Rick Remley

By Ri ck Reml ~y
This week 's Miner of the both 0 ff ens i ve and defensi·
For the first time in fi ve ne, Chris Reid, and Don He- ~hjch will undoubtedly impro- Week is Ed Hanstein, junior ve guard positions. - Hewas seyears, UMR will field a varsity menober.ve their team. Central S tat e middle-linebacker for the Gold- lected to the all-conference
swimming team. The new
has held the conference crown en Horde. At 6' 1" and 2151bs. team in his senior year" I;:d
Swimming facility, located in
Reflecting on the upcoming for the past 4 years and must Ed is among the best products also was awarded the Bill J ohnson trophy for ootstanding aththe multipurpose building has schedule, Coach Pease sees the be considered a power again of UMR athletics.
lete of the year both on and off
already stirred quite a bll of Miners in contention for the thi s year. Even though they
the field.
interest in varsity swimming conference crown, The 0 the r
have a poor facility in SpringEd is a 1967 graduate of
among UMR students. When teams in the conference, how- field, they seem to be the team
Mexico high school in Mexico,
Since coming to UMR, Ed
Coach Bob Pease called the ever, promise adequate com- to beat in the conference. The
Mo. He carried quite a bit of has continued to outshine his
first practice session, 46 swim- petition, Southeast State ha s conference championship will be
responsibility in high school. athletic competitors. He has
mers and divers showed ' up. not had a good team in the past, decided March 6-7 here at
Besides being a top athlete, he lettered his freshman and sopSince that time the squad ha s but this year have a new pool, UMR.
showed outstanding scholastic
homore years in both football
been cut to 19 swimmers, 2
abilities and was a member of and track. Last year, Ed set
transfer students, 4 divers and
.the National Ho,!or Society. In
the indoor shot put record h.ere
3 managers.
his senior year, Ed was secaJ UMR with a toss of 47' V2".
There are several swim mers
retary-treasurer of hi sletter- He was selected to the ALLwho have already shown that
man's club and a photographer MIAA defensive unit for his efthey are capable of good perfor the school newspaper and forts in his linebacker position
for mances for UMR. The numbBy Bill Horsford
yearbook.
last season. His talents in both
er one back stroker for the Mintrack and football earned the
The UMR rifle team s hot shot a 563 of a total possible of
ers will be Lance Killoran, a
Miner Athlete oftheyear Award
sophomore from
St. Louis. down a powerful Southwest Mis- 600 oi n t s. Jeff Hafkemeyer
Ed showed outstanding athsouri squad in a dual meet that took second place with a score
for the 1968-69 school term.
Lance is a co-op student, howletic talents in high school. He
r a i sed the Miner's record to
ever and will not be able to 4-3. The victory was animpor- of 551. Denis Frauenhoffer fin- earned letters in both football \ This year Edreceived the award
ished in a tie for the second spot
compete the second semester. tant one for the squad,. who will as he also shot a 551. Rounding and track his junior and senior for the defensive hi t ofthe week
Swimming the top spot in the t r a vel to Lexington, Kentucky out the UMR foursome wasjun- years. He received the Him in the game against Kirksville.
breast stroke will be Rick November 16, to compete in the ior Jim Weston. Jim, anewface Cahall Memorial award for the
Besides sports, Ed is busy
Marshall, a native of Pittsburg State Championship Invitation- in the rifle line- up, was a sub- outstanding track man his sewith other responsibilities here
Pennsylvania. Ric h missed als. The s core ofthe match was stitute shooter for regular John ' ni or year. He also holds the
at UMR. An active member of
making the hi!1;h school all-A- 2149-2092. High scorer for the Howe, who was ill. Weston con- eXisting Mexico shot put reSigma Pi fraternity, Ed is servmerican team by one tenth ofa UMR team was once again tributed 484 points to the team cord.
ing as secretary this semester.
second in the 100 yards breast freshman Kent Gastreich who victory. With this victory over
He is also a member of the
Springfield, the rifle team is astroke. Holding down first poIn his senior year he a Iso M-Club and is fulfilling the duwaiting the big meet at Lexingsition in the 1000 yard freestyrecei ved the Lineman of the ties of publicity director t his
ton eagerly , and hope to p I ac e
le is Gar y Duffey, a junior from
year award for his efforts at ~ll.
well.
St. Louis. Other dominating
swimmers so far are Don Stein a e r d, a freshman butterfly
swimmer, and Tom Kreuty a
llreshman distance freestyler,
1. Lambda Chi Alpha 573.50
and Jim Boucher, a most ver2. Engineer ' s Club
551.50
satile swimmer who will be
Of course, you I d never get your
the beer that's golden aged. When
3. Tau Kappa Epsilon 500.75
expected to compete in butter.
4. Sigma Phi Epsilon 480.50
fly, backstroke, and breast stroyou're out of Schlitz, you're out
signals
that
mixed
up.
Out
of
5. Beta Sigma Psi
477.75
ke eve n t s. Other promising
6. Kappa Sigma
475.75
swimmers include Mike Fostof beer-ki ck t~"t around.
Schlitz? Ridiculous. Schlitz is
7. Shamrock Club
452.50
er, another versatile swimmer
439.75
8. Sigma Nu
in both brea~t stroke and
9. Phi Kappa Theta
416.50
sprint freestyle. The number
410.00
two men on the team are Jim 10. Sigma Pi
404.50
Hampel in the butterfly, Dave 11. Pi Kappa Alpha
380.50
Richarson in the b ac k stroke, 12. Kappa Alpha
366.50
and Rich Niesen in the breast 13. 59'ers Club
14. Sigma Tau Gamma 342..25
stroke. Sprint freestylers in340.75
clude Robert F lecher, J a c k 15. Tech Club
319.50
(Gosenbach),Denny Filger, Jim 16. Delta Sigma Phi
306.00
Hellwege and Ron Roche. Those 17. Theta X
27l.60
swi mming distance freestyle 18. Delta Tau Delta
265.50
events will be Sandy Cortopas- 19. MRHA
262.50
si and Robert Craig. UMR 20. Alpha Phi Alpha
242.75
boasts an excellent group of . 21. Alpha Epsilon Pi
divers. Three divers should 22. Thomas Jefferson 235.25
show enough talent toearna trip 23. Campus Club
228.50
24. Acacia
to the NCAA College Nationals.
203.75
They are Jim Dueskey, Ron 25. Prospector's Club 191.00
Reis, and Dick Trapp. L e 0- 26. Baptist's Stu. Union I 185.75
172.50
nard Stout, defensive end for the 27. Pi Kappa Phi
football Miners has also shown 28. Theta Chi
169.25
29. Wesley
125.75
an interest in diving.
Assisting Coach Pease will 30. Lia hona
90.00
88.25
be three managers Dan Moli - 31. Triangle

Riflemen Outshoot Springfield;

Look To Lexington Invitational

Intramural
Standings

When you're out of Schlitz, punt.
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Continental Recreation
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813 PINE STREET
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Play Pool, Billiards, Snooker or Golf
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1 Player 60c per Hour

pa

Each Additional Player JOe per Hour

.:U

aI

pa

Play Pinball Machines, Shoot Guns,
Shuffle Alley, Juke Box or Foot Ball

We Serve Sandwiches & Soft Drinks
Bring Your Wife or Girl Friend
WE ARE OPEN 10 A. M. UNTil 11 P. M. OR ?????

BROYLES DISTRIBUTING CO.

Rolla, Missouri
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